
SB325 & Miss-Filling Spout
Prevents your drivers from
miss-�lling AdBlue into the
diesel tank by only dispen-
sing into vehicles that have 
a magnetic adaptor �tted.

Emergency Repair Tape
Quickly repair your leaking 
hose - temporarily solving the
leak until an engineer �xes it
or �ts a new hose.

Pump Timer Box
Controls the running time of
a pump, so if you accidentally
leave the pump on, it won’t run
dry and cause damage and
costly pump downtime.

SpinSecure Oil Tank Lock
Secure your fuel from thieves
with the padlock-free locking
device which when locked is
almost impossible to remove
without the keys.

Spill Kits
Compact, easy access kits
providing all you need to 
quickly deal with a spillage - 
stopping the spill spreading,
saving on clean up costs.

Tank Gauge
Visually displays your tank’s 
fuel contents so that you’re
aware of when to order 
more and you don’t run 
out of fuel unexpectedly.

Recirculation Unit
Prevents fuel in your storage
tank from getting stagnant,
avoiding expensive damage
and downtime to equipment
and vehicles.

Fill Point Cabinet
Secures your �ll point away
from costly and infuriating 
fuel theft but still allows you 
to take level readings via the
handy, partial glass front.

Fuel Management Systems
Prevent unauthorised access
to fuel and eliminate the over
use of fuel cards. FMS will
ensure fuel is used effectively
and doesn’t get stolen.

FloStop® Husky Nozzles
Shuts off �ow when spout is
raised above horizontal or if
it falls from the �ll point,
preventing messy spillages
and the costly loss of fuel.

Fuel Filter
Free your fuel of impurities
such as water and particles,
stopping contamination and
therefore avoiding you costly
downtime and maintenance.

Tank Alarm
Alerts you to a problematic
status of your fuel tank so
you can take action by giving 
warnings for your �uid level, 
over�ll and/or bund leaks.

Over�ll Prevention Valve
Prevents overspills and loss
of fuel by automatically
stopping the fuel delivery
when your storage tank has
reached its full capacity.
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13 Products to avoid a refuelling disaster!
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